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Congratulations! Now you have a new friend and a source of fun and 
knowledge! It’s name is Nat and this quick starter manual will help you 
to get to know it. Please refer to the User Manual book for any further 
questions and don’t hesitate contacting us online or using our customer 
support line. Enjoy your time with Nat!

Time to start 
your new  
adventure!

In the box:
a - Nat
b - usb-c cable
c - dock station
d - user manual 
e - starter guide
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More on how to play with Nat »



Nat loves to tell you stories and interesting facts! You can 
get Nat’s attention by saying, “Hey Nat?” When Nat’s light-
stripe turns yellow, that means that Nat is ready to speak to 
you without the projector on.
TIP: This mode keeps battery charged longer.

Nat’s greatest talent is finding amazing videos and pic-
tures from Nat Geo Kids library to project on your wall! 
Just say “Nat, show me...” or “Nat, can I see” when you 
want Nat to start the projector. Nat might need to move 
around the room to find the best spot for the projection.
TIP: Make sure Nat has enough space for moving. With 
full battery, Nat can project for up to 30 mins!

Nat has a big collection of quizzes. Nat keeps track of your 
progress as you get better at quizzes, and makes the ques-
tions more difficult. When you level up, Nat gives you ac-
cess to more fun videos! During quizzes, Nat’s light-stripe 
turns white. Say “Nat, I want to play,” “Nat, can we play a 
game,” or “quiz” to start the play mode.
TIP: Nat recognizes different voices, so it is a perfect  
activity for a party with friends!

When Nat’s battery is low, its light-stripe turns blue. Nat has 
to find its dock station to charge. If there are any obstacles 
in the room or if the dock station is not on, Nat might ask 
you to bring it to charge.
TIP: Let Nat fully charge for 1–2 hours.
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What Nat’s lights mean How to talk to Nat

Show

Nat wakes up from sleep 
mode and starts listening.

Nat goes into the game 
mode with quizzes based on 
selected topics.

Nat returns to its dock station 
and switches to sleep mode.

Nat turns on projector to 
show random fun videos 
from Nat Geo library.

Hey Nat?

Show me something?

Can we play a game?

Turn off, Nat!

Play

Dock
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